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	name: AAAA New Character
	descriptor: Perceptive
	character_type: Explorer
	intellect: 14
	speed_pool: 11
	speed_edge: 1
	intellect_pool: 14
	intellect_edge: 0
	focus: Dances With Dark Matter
	flavor: 
	character_portrait: 
	character_qr_code: 
	_special_abilities: Curious 
	You're always curious about your surroundings, even on a subconscious level. Whenever you use Effort to attempt navigation, perception, or initiative tasks in an area that you've only rarely or never visited before, you can apply an additional free level of Effort. Enabler. 

Decipher - Costs 1 Intellect
	If you spend one minute examining a piece of writing or code in a language you do not understand, you can make an Intellect roll of difficulty 3 (or higher, based on the complexity of the language or code) to get the gist of the message. Action to initiate. 

Investigative skills 
	You are trained in two skills in which you are not already trained. Choose two of the following: perception, identifying, lockpicking, assessing danger, or tinkering with devices. You can select this ability multiple times. Each time you select it, you must choose two different skills. Enabler. 

Muscles of iron - Costs 2 Might
	For the next ten minutes, all Might-based actions other than attack rolls that you attempt are eased. If you already have this ability from another source, the effect of this ability lasts for one hour instead of ten minutes. Enabler. 

Practiced in armor 
	You can wear armor for long periods of time without tiring and can compensate for slowed reactions from wearing armor. You reduce the Speed cost for wearing armor by 1. You start the game with a type of armor of your choice. Enabler. 

Quick recovery 
	Your second recovery roll (usually requiring ten minutes) is only a single action. Enabler. 

Range increase 
	Ranges for you increase by one step. Immediate becomes short, short becomes long, long becomes very long, and very long becomes 1,000 feet (300 m). Enabler. 

Ribbons of dark matter - Costs 2 Intellect
	For the next minute, dark matter condenses within an area within long range that is no bigger than an immediate distance in diameter, manifesting as swirling ribbons. All tasks attempted by creatures in the area are hindered, and leaving the area requires a creature's entire action to move. You can dismiss the dark matter early as an action. Action to initiate. 

Surging confidence - Costs 1 Might
	When you use an action to make your first recovery roll of the day, you immediately gain another action. Enabler. 

Void wings - Costs 3 Intellect
	Swirling ribbons of weird matter grasp you and lift you up, allowing you to fly for one round as quickly as you can move. Enabler.
	_skills: Heavy weapons - Inability

Light weapons - Practiced

Medium weapons - Practiced

You have an eye for detail - Trained
	You are trained in any task that involves finding or noticing small details.

You know a little about everything - Trained
	You are trained in any task that involves identifying objects or calling to mind a minor detail or bit of trivia.

Your confidence comes off as arrogance to people who don't know you - Inability
	Any task involving positive social interactions is hindered.

Your skill at making deductions can be imposing - Trained
	You are trained in any task that involves intimidating another creature.

Combat prowess - Trained
	_attacks: Punch - Practiced
  Might Attack, Damage 2, Type Light
  A right jab.
  Attacks are eased by 1 for Light weapons

Light Weapon - Practiced
  Speed Attack, Damage 2, Type Light
  A light weapon of your choice. Granted from Starting Equipment.
  Attacks are eased by 1 for Light weapons

	_cyphers: Convenient Companion - Level 2
You befriend a local creature or NPC. The GM determines the nature of the creature or NPC, which should be appropriate for the environment. This creature acts as a level 2 follower. If the cypher level is 5 or higher, the creature is instead a level 3 follower. The creature follows your orders to the best of its ability. After a day, it must part ways with you.

Unexpected Power - Level 6
You can use this cypher when you activate or initiate an ability. When you do, you can modify the ability on the fly at a difficulty equal to the cypher level without requiring a roll.

	_equipment: You have a bag of light tools.  Granted from Perceptive.

Appropriate clothing and a weapon of your choice, plus two expensive items, two moderately priced items, and up to four inexpensive items. Granted from Starting Equipment.

Armor of your choice.  Granted from Practiced In Armor.




	_background: Explorer
You are a person of action and physical ability, fearlessly facing the unknown. You travel to strange, exotic, and dangerous places, and discover new things. This means you're physical but also probably knowledgeable. Although Explorers can be academics or well studied, they are first and foremost interested in action. They face grave dangers and terrible obstacles as a routine part of life.

Perceptive
You miss little. You pick out the small details in the world around you and are skilled at making deductions from the information you find. Your talents make you an exceptional sleuth, a formidable scientist, or a talented scout.

As adept as you are at finding clues, you have no skill at picking up on social cues. You overlook an offense that your deductions give or how uncomfortable your scrutiny can make the people around you. You tend to dismiss others as being intellectual dwarfs compared to you, which avails you little when you need a favor.

Dances With Dark Matter
You can manipulate shadow and "dark" matter.

Choose how you became involved in the adventure:
- You overheard the other PCs discussing their mission and volunteered your services.
- One of the PCs asked you to come along, believing that your talents would be invaluable to the mission.
- You believe that the PCs' mission is somehow related to one of your investigations.
- A third party recruited you to follow the PCs and see what they were up to.

Your sister owns a store and gives you a hefty discount.

Pick one other PC. You once saved their life, and they clearly feel indebted to you. You wish they didn't; it's just part of the job.
	_notes: Possible player intrusions based on your character type:
Fortuitous Malfunction
A trap or a dangerous device malfunctions before it can affect you.

Serendipitous Landmark
Just when it seems like the path is lost (or you are), a trail marker, a landmark, or simply the way the terrain or corridor bends, rises, or falls away suggests to you the best path forward, at least from this point.

Weak Strain
The poison or disease turns out not to be as debilitating or deadly as it first seemed, and inflicts only half the damage that it would have otherwise.

Smart
+2 to your Intellect Pool.
Granted from Perceptive

Possible GM intrusion from your focus:
Dark matter skulks away as if possessed by a mind of its own.
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